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ABSTRACT: The purpose of the FROST project is to create new teaching material for fieldwork
participants (FPs) aiming to improve preparation for fieldwork from a scientific- and safety-wise. The
material is divided into two main parts, Virtual Field Trips (VFTs) and instructional videos. The goal
of the VFTs is to familiarise the FPs with the fieldwork area before going outside. VFTs consist of
360° pictures and Digital Surface Models (DSMs). The former shows the area as-is (reality) and the
DSMs allows the user to move around virtually. The instructional videos explain in detail the
instruments used during fieldwork. In the videos, we discuss the purpose of the instruments, how they
work and the steps to deploy, maintain, and recover them. This allows fieldwork participants to
prepare at their own pace.

1 Introduction

In this project, we created digital resources to enhance the learning outcomes for field-based courses.
The resulting learning material consists of VFTs: from selected sites in Svalbard, to instructional
videos, to the handling of meteorological and oceanographic instruments. These digital resources will
support students in planning and executing field campaigns and subsequently interpreting and
analysing their data.

In an environment like Svalbard, with many natural hazards and long periods of darkness (polar night),
this type of material is valuable for students and instructors to familiarise with the area and the
equipment ahead of time, while being independent from classrooms and access to laboratories. In
addition, students’ time with the instructors is often limited and the amount of hands-on work for
students with the real hardware is therefore typically too short.

2 METHODS

2.1 VFTs

We used 3 ways to produce VFT.

1) We collected images using a Remotely Piloted Aircraft System (RPAS) at different sites. For
each site, the images are stitched together to form a 360° image. We uploaded the images to a
public website (www.roundme.com) and edited the different sites together. Small icons allow
the user to go from one place to another and explore each location.

2) We used an RPAS to create a Digital Surface Model (DSM). Images are captured with the
RPAS camera looking down and with each image overlapping several other images. Then we
created the DSM using the Structure-from-Motion technique. The data is uploaded to
www.sketchfab.com.

3) To view Svalbard in Virtual Reality (VR), we developed a process to combine the publicly
available Digital Elevation Model (DEM, similar to DSM) of Svalbard along with
Orthophotos from Svalbard. Both can be accessed via the Norsk Polarinstitutt
(https://data.npolar.no/home/). Then, we edit and present them in blender (www.blender.org)
on a VR headset.

http://www.roundme.com
http://www.sketchfab.com
https://data.npolar.no/home/
http://www.blender.org
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2.2 Instructional videos

To create an instructional video for an instrument, we had to complete several steps:

1) Collecting videos and pictures of each instrument: That could partly be done in the lab, but
with most of the footage collected during fieldwork, it shows the instrument in the actual
environment it is used. The footage was used as background material laid over a green screen.
We used a Sony Alpha 6000 and several phone cameras. Due to relatively high winds, we did
not use any of the available audio data.

2) Recording explanation videos: We recorded using the Open Broadcast Studio (OBS, open
source) in front of a green screen and a webcam. Additionally, we mounted a condenser
microphone with software filters (noise suppression, noise gate, compressor, equaliser, gain,
limiter) to improve audio quality. We used a dialog between two instructors, one pretending to
be a student, one to be the instructor. When working with more complex systems (logger box,
software and instruments), one camera was pointed at the two instructors, and another one at
the instruments. To that, we added what was shown on the display of the field book (see.
Fig.3.2.) with the running software was recorded and used instead as the material on the green
screen.

3) The video from 2) was cut into the right bits in the software blender (open source). Then the
audio was extracted and improved in audacity (open source) with the two additional filters:
“filter curve” and “normalise.”

4) The videos and pictures from 1) were projected onto the green screen of the video-bits from 3)
and we overlaid the edited audio from 3) as a soundtrack. Where necessary, we added
animations to support the instructions given by the teachers.

5) We divided the videos into different segments (introduction, sensors, deployment, etc.) and
edited them together with a general introduction and an ending sequence.

Lectures, manuals and the canvas Learning Management System (LMS) are the straight forward
information-conveying sources, whereas the videos should be lighter material that can be understood
even if the student is a bit tired.

3 RESULTS

3.1 VFTs

The VFT of the 360° images is available at https://roundme.com/tour/757616/view/2391501/.

The VFT on Sketchfab are available at:

- https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/linnevatnet-whole-e8908292c0b246d184c7cd6cd53ab6f3
- https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/linnevatnet-west-sf-35dd22e75fb542119442c361505a2cef
- https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/isfjord-radio-ffe28bf791b745f7b06ca45407182fdf

As the VR-VFTs require specific hardware, we have not published the results. For now, only students
taking our class can access the material.

3.2 Instructional videos

We produced seven videos and have collected more material for future work, like 360° and 3D
footage. Regarding the latter, hardware is, for most people, yet, the limiting factor for using this type
of footage, thus we have not yet included it in the materials.

The available videos are listed in Table 3.2. The videos are made available for each of the
meteorological classes at UNIS, but anyone can request if needed. We don’t make the material directly
available to the public to respect the privacy rights of the students. Figure 3.2 shows an example of a
screenshot to give you a taste of the style of the videos.

https://roundme.com/tour/757616/view/2391501/
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/linnevatnet-whole-e8908292c0b246d184c7cd6cd53ab6f3
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/linnevatnet-west-sf-35dd22e75fb542119442c361505a2cef
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/isfjord-radio-ffe28bf791b745f7b06ca45407182fdf
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Table 3.2. Available instructional videos

Video no Instrument Length

1 iMet—Sensors for temperature, humidity, pressure and position 08:26 min

2 HoBo—Automatic Weather Station (AWS) 36:08 min

3 Manual Observation—Different instruments 25:43 min

4 Surface Energy Balance (SEB) station—Introduction 03:38 min

5 SEB—AWS 27:17 min

6 SEB— Net radiometer 15:34 min

7 SEB— Sonic anemometer 16:28 min

Fig. 3.2: Screenshot of a video clip as a demonstration.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Virtual Field Trips

The process of the 360° image VFTs has been straightforward, and the results are good. This process
can serve as a blueprint for anyone.

As we prioritised the collection of scientific data during the fieldwork, we collected only in low light
conditions some of the DSM for the second type of VFT. We think those low light conditions account
for the low quality, as the DSM we also collected for the scientific work yields a good quality. We plan
to redo this at the next possible opportunity.
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The VR-VFTs are the most immersive but require specific hardware and knowledge to produce (out of
the scope of this report). It is possible to render the VFT into a non-interactive movie, but we lack the
hardware to do so. With our available hardware, it would take several weeks to process and it would
require monopolising a computer that could rather be used for other work.

4.2 Instructional videos

After viewing the final videos, the authors think that, from their perspective, the goal has been
achieved. We addressed the important bits for each instrument and FPs can learn a lot to prepare their
fieldwork. Especially helpful is the combination of showing the hardware and the software at the same
time. As the videos are available for all FPs via universities using the learning management system,
students can start to increase their knowledge about the hard—and software without having access to
an instructor and to hardware. The video editing consisted of two major parts, discussed briefly in the
next two subsections.

4.2.1 Recording material

Recording the videos during fieldwork has been fairly easy, though it is important to note that a
high-resolution camera (6k x 4k pixel) helped a lot, as it was possible to use subsections of images
related to specific purposes. Further, using a tripod for steady images, for example for time-lapse
videos, proved to be a great advantage. Due to the constant wind, the original audio had to be removed
from all videos (despite the microphone being wind protected) and re-recorded later in the studio.
Nevertheless, the recorded audio helped to remember what the intention of the video segment was.
Using one main camera and several smaller ones (e.g., phones, 3D-camera, 360° camera) helped to
capture different angles of the same moment.

4.2.2 Audio and video editing

We divided the audio and video editing into several segments (cutting raw footage, preparing the first
edit, improving audio quality, adding animations, mastering), helping us to speed up the process of
production once this sequence was developed. Nevertheless, we completely underestimated the time of
video production. FROST requested two weeks for iEarth-related work to produce the videos, but we
initially estimated six weeks of work needed. For similar projects, this should not be underestimated,
especially if the final product shows animations.

5 CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

We are planning to produce several more teaching materials. For the individual student preparations,
we plan to build walkable maps (iEarth project application, autumn 2021: “iWalk on FROST”) that
will lead into a UNIS game (future iEarth application) of the area of Longyearbyen to be explorable by
the student. Many of the materials created in this project will be reused (videos, animations, DEMs).

For in-course materials, we plan to use Virtual Reality (VR) to plan fieldwork. This will, due to
hardware restriction, primarily be a collaboration between students and instructors with the student
wearing the goggles and the instructor manipulating the VR world. For individual preparation, the
360° and 3D-footage will be made available in addition to animated flights over the fieldwork area.
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